PRESENT,   PAST AND   FUTURE
"I called yesterday on Mrs Watts and made some
alterations to the dress, shortened the skirt, freed
the legs and narrowed the leather over the bust,
these, and other corrections are intended to add to
height, on this matter take my advice, against that
of all others, and keep your hair sleek about the face,
and in strands, moistened with vmoha brilhantme,
with one long strand over shoulder When it is
fluffed out, it takes from your personality, and from
your height
"If I am not too late, I should advise false heels to
sandals or new sandals with heels
"I want you to be very free of movement with
your legs (the dress is designed for that) Do not
hesitate to toss your hair about and sleek it with your
hands from time to time, it is a charming action
When you put on your necklace and wreath, you
should play with your hair, then become absorbed
and give a little sigh as you turn to the punka You
must in fact suggest an island Rosalind throughout
the act in all your movements, with moments when you
are more feminine than Rosalind
"Be very free with the movements of your head,
the other ladies will not The dress is intended to
suggest a rough, active life, the flowers are there
because you are in love
"Don't think me pompous and out of my business
when I beg you to remember this even in your
hunting speeches, in them be wreathed with smiles,
you must listen and fascinate	%
"There is danger in the 'Slavey' speech (where
you rub your hands) I should advise you to look
down and upwards, as if hardly conscious of the
words I am saying this as the size of the stage and
audience may have led you and your advisers into
too much technique, and the making of points Jfhe
other ladies have nothing to do or say, save trust -to
then* popular personalities You are in love, radiant
with health and vitality, but softened by being in

